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Technical Comment

‘Genome order index’ should not be used for defining compositional
constraints in nucleotide sequences
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bstract

A “genome order index,” defined as S = a2 + c2 + t2 + g2, where a, c, t, and g are the nucleotide frequencies of A, C, T, and G, respectively, was

sed to suggest that there exist genome-specific constraints on nucleotide composition. We show that the “evidence” for constraint, S < 1/3, is
n fact a mathematical property that is always true regardless of data. Moreover, we show that S is strictly equivalent to and derivable from the
hannon H-function and has no advantage over it.
ublished by Elsevier Ltd
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Zhang and Zhang (2004) discussed a “genome order index,”
efined as S = a2 + c2 + t2 + g2, where a, c, t, and g are the
ucleotide frequencies of A, C, T, and G, respectively. The
act that the numerical value of S is smaller than 1/3 for
lmost all DNA sequences of 809 genomes have been erro-
eously interpreted as supporting evidence for the existence of
enome-specific constraints on nucleotide composition of nat-
rally occurring DNA, i.e., isochores. Zhang and Zhang (2004)
lso provided an apparently incorrect geometric explanation
istakenly suggesting that S < 1/3 is due to the actual nucleotide

omposition of DNA sequences, while in reality S < 1/3 is a
athematical property of S that should be always valid regard-

ess of specific data. It should also be mentioned that contrary
o the apparently inaccurate claim of Zhang and Zhang (2004),
here is no obvious advantage of using S instead of Shannon

1948) H-function in sequence analysis. In fact, S and H func-
ions are strictly equivalent to and derivable from each other,
ecause they both are numerical measures of deviation from
iscrete uniform distribution of alphabetic symbol frequencies
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ver sufficiently long strings (sequences) composed of these
ymbols.

Taking the foregoing comments into account we believe that
he “genome order index” is a misconceived mathematical tool
hat should not be used in a meritorious sequence analyses.
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